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Introduction: Although there is not a general accepted definition for ecosystem services (ESS) 

(Spangenberg et al., 2014) most of the researches acknowledge that it represents the “benefits 

that humans recognise as obtained from ecosystems that support their survival and quality of 

life” (Harrington et al., 2010). In this context, it is proved that agroforestry delivers important 

ESS (Fagerholm et al., 2016). To enhance the possibilities of agroforestry development, rules 

at different levels need to comply and to be consistent (Jakobsson and Lindborg, 2015).  

Aims: 1) to understand how agroforestry is regulated at the EU level and what type of 

incentives are promoted by the policy-makers in order to deliver ESS through agroforestry 

development; 2) to understand how the EU regulations are applied by the national authorities 

(drivers; barriers); 3) to compare different examples of national and regional regulations across 

EU for good practices examples that can be further promoted in the debate for future policy 

reforms; 

Materials and Methods: An analysis of the legal repository of the European Commission 

(http://eur-lex.europa.eu) from the year of 2000 to our own day is realised. The legal documents 

related to agroforestry issued by the national authorities were also analysed.  

Results: Results reveal that agroforestry is recognised only marginally by the public policies 

as being eligible for the first CAP pillar payments. Also, there is a Rural Development measure 

that support investments in agroforestry, the system management falls under the forestry 

regulations. This acts as a barrier for the system development, especially in the New Member 

States.  

Conclusion: There is the need to relax the management burdens in the harvesting process. 
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